TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

N. 20 SEC. 17 T. 3 N R. 10 W. WM

HISTORICAL: GLO P.73 3N10 SET STAKE 1857

Book Page Maps
2 582-5854 A-343
B-699
A-352.5

CONDITION FOUND: NOTHING AT CORNER POSITION

* F.D. OSH B.T. NOW 34' SPRUCE DESCRIBED N.W. W. 61°
* F.D. OSH B.T. NOW 50' SPRUCE DESCRIBED S. 30° 43' W. 65°

F.D. 2" IRON PIPE & 2 B.T.S SET BY MARKHAMS N. 55° 53' 09" E
35' 1/2 FEET

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE & CEMENT
FROM FOUND OSH BEARING TREES

* SET 84" HAT SECTION 15 FEET WEST

THIS CORNER FITS STATE HIGHWAY TIES
WITHIN 3' FROM PT. STATION 194+32.5' BK. 194+32.7' AH
AND WITHIN 6' FROM THE STATE HIGHWAY TIE TO THE
SECTION CORNER. MARKHAMS CORNER BEARS
SEE NOTE 8 IN SECTION 17 T. 3 N R. 10 W.
N 93° 03' 09" E 35°

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 3/20 ELY
OF THE ROAD LEADING TO: NEAH-KAH-NIE MOUNTAIN TRAIL ON
THE SLY EDGE OF A SMALL CLEARING.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR DAN MCMILLAN

DATE: 10-31-79 PHOTO#: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.